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� Introduction

Since the original work of Wallach and O�Connell
�����
� the research on the perception of three�
dimensional structure�from�motion has often relied
on two working hypotheses� The �rst one is that
motion is produced by identi�able features in the
scene which can be tracked over time �cf� Sperling
et al�� ��	�
� These features are taken to be surface
markings� such as texture elements �Ullman� ����

or contour edges �Hildreth� ��	�
� One can then
de�ne an optical �ow as the velocity �eld of these
features in the image� The second hypothesis pre�
vailing structure�from�motion research consists in
disregarding the distinction between object moving
and observer motion� As a consequence� the opti�
cal �ow confounds two kinds of information about
the structure of the environment and about the tra�
jectory of the observer �e�g� Waxman and Ullman�
��	�
� In this paper� we are interested in the per�
ception of structure�from�motion in case neither of
these two working hypotheses are satis�ed�

To start with the �rst hypothesis� the lack of
correspondence from one view to the next presents
a real challenge for both computational and bio�
logical systems� This problem arises naturally for
smooth textureless objects� or for glossy objects
whose highlights are not �xed features on the sur�
face �cf� Blake and B�ultho�� ����
� �From a com�
putational standpoint� the motion of smooth ob�
jects has been seriously considered only recently
�Giblin and Weiss� ��	�� Cipolla and Blake� �����
Vaillant and Faugeras� ����� Kutulakos and Dyer�
����
� This issue has also received a recent in�
terest in psychophysics �Todd� ��	�� Cortese and
Andersen� ����� Pollick et al�� ����
� Wallach and
O�Connell �����
 �rst noticed that the shadow of
a rotating rigid object appeared like a �at deform�
ing �gure whenever the object did not provide any
trackable features �e�g�� an ellipsoid
� The com�
mon explanation for this percept is illustrated in
Figure �� While a few feature points are su�cient
to infer a rigid surface which would support them
�Figure �a
� the occluding boundary of a smooth
object is unreliable since it depends on the view�
point �Figure �b
� In general� one point belong�
ing to the occluding boundary for one object�s ori�
entation will no longer belong to the occluding
boundary for a slightly di�erent object orientation�
Therefore� an ellipsoid in rotation will not produce
a three�dimensional percept because� it is believed�
the occluding boundary is not a �xed curve on the
object�

Concerning the second hypothesis� the knowl�
edge of the observer�s motion is now believed to
present a clear advantage to infer the structure of
the environment� In particular� the recovery of the

Figure �� Recovering the structure of an object when it
is in motion relative to the observer is a di�erent prob�
lem whether or not the object has a texture� For tex�
tured objects� one can rely on the fact that the texture
elements are �xed on the surface �a�� For textureless
surfaces however� the only information available is the
deformation of the occluding contour �b��

absolute distance of objects is impossible if one is
ignorant about his own motion� There is now good
evidence that several animal species displace their
head up and down �Goodale et al�� ����
� sideways
�Sobel� ����
� or even their whole body �Lehrer et
al�� ��		
 in order to measure the absolute distance
of objects� For human observers� the computation
of certain environment attributes from optical �ow
can be more accurate if the motion of the observer
is known� For instance� relative depth from motion
parallax appears to be more veridically estimated
when the observer is actively moving than when he
is passively looking at a similar optical �ow �Rogers
and Graham� ����
� This facilitation seems to be
the consequence of some proprioceptive feedback
�e�g� Roll et al�� ����
�

In this paper� we have investigated how an ac�
tive observer would perceive the local structure of
an object from the motion at one of its edges� By
active observer� we refer to the viewing condition
where one is actively engaged in the exploration of
his environment� On the contrary� passive vision
corresponds to a static observer with objects mov�
ing around him� We report an experiment which
suggests that the moving silhouette of smooth ob�
jects can be interpreted as the projection of three�
dimensional objects� under the condition that the
observer is actively moving� Before detailing the
design of the experiment� we outline the theoreti�
cal background which motivated this study�

� Background

In this section� we describe how a surface described
only from its occluding contour di�er from a tex�
tured surface� We brie�y determine what the infor�
mation in the image is� and how this information
can be retrieved� We also discuss how motion and
binocular cues can be combined for these texture�
less surfaces�
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��� Surface Curvature from Motion

We consider here the case of a textureless surface
for which only the occluding contour is visible� Sur�
face shape and curvature at the occluding contour
can still be computed when the observer is in mo�
tion around the object �Giblin and Weiss� ��	��
Cipolla and Blake� ����
� To understand why the
knowledge of the observer�s motion is so critical� we
�rst outline the information available from a static
image�

radial curvature

transverse curvature

Figure 	� The surface curvature at one point belonging
to the occluding contour can be decomposed into radial
and transverse curvatures�

The local solid shape at the occluding boundary
can be decomposed as illustrated in Figure �� First�
the occluding boundary on the surface projects as
the occluding contour in the image� and the cur�
vature of one point on this contour is called trans�
verse curvature� Second� the viewing direction and
the surface normal at one point of the occluding
boundary de�ne a plane and the curvature of the
intersecting curve of this plane with the surface is
called the radial curvature� As shown by Koen�
derink ���	�
� the product of the radial curvature
by the transverse curvature determines the Gaus�
sian curvature� a qualitative descriptor of local solid
shape�
While the transverse curvature is directly avail�

able from the image� the radial curvature is com�
pletely ambiguous� except for its sign which de�
termines on which side of the occluding contour
the object lies� The radial curvature is therefore
the critical attribute to estimate in order to re�
cover the local solid shape of the surface� Cipolla
and Blake �����
 showed that the radial curvature
could be recovered if the observer motion is known�
More precisely� the computation of the radial cur�
vature from the occluding contour motion requires
the knowledge of the observer�s acceleration�

��� Motion Parallax of the Occluding

Contour

The computation of the radial curvature from the
occluding contour motion is very sensitive to small
errors in the estimate of the observer�s motion�
This is due to the fact that the computation re�
lies on the knowledge of the observer�s acceleration�

and that high�order derivations are ill�conditioned�
However� under certain conditions� it is possible to
signi�cantly improve the robustness of the com�
putation by relying only on the observer�s veloc�
ity and no longer on his acceleration �Cipolla and
Blake� ����
� The idea underlying such an alterna�
tive computation is based on the well�known mo�
tion parallax principle� In its classical formulation�
motion parallax provides a way to compute the rel�
ative depth of nearby points by comparing their
velocities �Koenderink� ��	�
� Similarly� the mo�
tion parallax of the occluding contour enables one
to compute the surface curvature by comparing the
velocities of the contour and of a �xed feature on
the surface�

t0

t1

0

1

Figure 
� Motion parallax can be used to enhance
the robustness of the surface curvature computation�
As shown on this �gure� the presence of a sharp edge
should theoretically improve the estimation of the ra�
dial curvature of a nearby occluding contour�

The motion parallax of the occluding contour rel�
ative to a �xed feature is illustrated in Figure ��
The �xed feature on the surface is here taken to
be a sharp edge �a discontinuity of the surface ori�
entation
� As opposed to the occluding boundary�
the location of a sharp edge is independent of the
viewer position� and can therefore be used as a ref�
erence landmark� As the observer moves� the rate
at which the sharp edge and the occluding bound�
ary approach each other in the image is inversely
related to the radial curvature of the surface� and
this relation no longer involves the observer�s ac�
celeration �Cipolla and Blake� ����
� More intu�
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itively� the faster the occluding contour approaches
the sharp edge� the smaller is the surface curvature�

��� Best Observer�s Motion

When the observer is actively moving around an
object� one can wonder whether there is an optimal
trajectory to extract as accurately as possible the
structure of the object� Consider the simple case of
a vertically�oriented cylinder whose cross�section is
elliptical� The best observer�s trajectory to recover
the curvature of the cylinder depends on whether
it is textured or not� Droulez and Cornilleau�P�er�es
�����
 de�ned the spin variation which represents
the amount of stretch in the image of a textured
surface patch when it undergoes a particular mo�
tion� The curvature of our cylinder will be most ac�
curately computed when the spin variation is large�
and this was con�rmed by experimental evidence
�Cornilleau�P�er�es and Droulez� ��	�
� In order to
maximize the spin variation� the best strategy of
an observer will then be to translate along the axis
of the cylinder� or equivalently� to rotate about the
horizontal axis �Figure �a
�
The best strategy to recover the structure of a

textureless surface is markedly di�erent� Since the
information available is now the motion of the oc�
cluding contour� the curvature of the surface will
then be most accurately computed when the dis�
placement of this contour is large� To take the ex�
ample of our cylinder� the best trajectory of the ob�
server is a translation perpendicularly to the edge
of the cylinder� or equivalently� a rotation about
the cylinder axis �Figure �b
� Two complementary
strategies are therefore underlying the recovery of
the structure of moving objects when these are tex�
tured or not�

��� Interaction of Motion and Stereo

A �nal di�erence between textured and texture�
less surfaces concerns the way motion and stereo
interact� While there is now good evidence that a
textured surface is more accurately perceived when
both motion and stereo are available to the observer
�cf� Cornilleau�Peres and Droulez� ����� Landy et
al�� ����
� such an interaction might be absent for
textureless surfaces�
One reason why motion and stereo would not co�

operate is that these two cues will usually provide
inconsistent information about the structure of the
surface� It is easy to see that from the two images
of binocular viewing� a contour can always be inter�
preted as originating from a sharp edge �Figure �a
�
On the other hand� we have already discussed how
the motion of an occluding contour �taking into
account three or more views
 can be used to infer
the correct surface curvature at that location �Fig�
ure �b
� Consequently� a smooth occluding bound�

Figure �� The best observer�s motion to determine
the curvature of a cylinder �with a non�circular cross�
section� depends on whether it is textured� If the cylin�
der is textured� the proper observer�s motion is a rota�
tion perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder �a�� If
only the silhouette of the cylinder is visible� the proper
observer�s motion is a rotation about the axis of the
cylinder �b�� �We assume that neither the top nor the
bottom of the cylinder are visible��

ary is likely to be interpreted di�erently from stere�
opsis and motion parallax� This is one of the rare
instances of inconsistent information provided by
two cues in a noiseless situation�

A B

Figure � This �gure illustrates that stereopsis and mo�
tion parallax are con�icting cues to estimate the nature
of an edge� From only two views� a smooth wedge can
always be interpreted as a sharp one �a�� �From three
or more views� the correct radial curvature of the sur�
face can be estimated �b��

If the human visual system uses both stereopsis
and motion parallax to determine the radial curva�
ture of an occluding contour� we might then expect
a drop in performance when both cues are simulta�
neously used� We have studied this question by pre�
senting the stimulus either under egomotion alone�
stereopsis alone� or both together�

� Experiment I� Real Objects

We now investigate the ability of human observers
to perceive the surface curvature from the occlud�
ing contour motion� We describe here a �rst exper�
iment where the stimuli were real objects� in the
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next section� a virtual environment will be used
instead� Observers had to discriminate between
sharp and smooth edges in depth of a vertical wedge
placed in front of them� Four viewing conditions
were explored� the observer being either passive or
active� and the object being seen either monocu�
larly or binocularly�

��� Methods

Stimuli

The stimuli consisted of a set of �ve triangular
wedges oriented vertically �Figure �
� The wedges
di�ered in that one of their three edges was more
or less smooth� The smoothness of this particular
edge was manipulated by varying its radial curva�
ture� from � to � mm in steps of � mm�

The wedges were otherwise matched for their
width and depth extents to avoid to provide an
alternative cue to distinguish them� Care was also
taken to reduce as much as possible any texture
or shading cue on the object� For this purpose� the
wedges were built out of �nely polished aluminium�
and covered with two layers of black matte paint
to obtain a uniform re�ectance�

Figure �� The left �gure shows an example of a
�smooth� wedge� and the right �gure the �sharp�
wedge� As indicated by the middle �gure� the objects
were matched for their width and depth extents ��� and
	� mm respectively�� Relative to this latter �gure� the
observer was looking from the lower left�

Apparatus

To reduce the shading on the surface� the exper�
imental room was painted in matte black� and all
surfaces in view of the object were covered with
black cardboard to attenuate the e�ects of mu�
tual illumination� The wedges were presented in
front of a computer monitor in an otherwise dark
room� The monitor displayed a random texture
background to enhance the discrimination of the
edge motion� Finally� a reduction screen was placed
in front of the object� so that neither the top nor
the bottom of the wedge could be seen �Figure �
�

Active

Passive

Figure �� The observer was looking at the object from
behind a reduction screen� In the passive conditions�
the wedge was rotating about an axis located on its
base� In the active conditions� the wedge was stationary
and observers was asked to move from left to right�

Procedure

One of the �ve wedges was presented randomly�
and the task of the subject was to decide whether
the right�most edge of the object was sharp or
smooth� The sharp object �i�e� the one with a radial
curvature equal to � mm
 was presented �� times�
while the smooth objects �i�e� the ones with a ra�
dial curvature between � and � mm
were presented
� times each� The subjects were told before start�
ing the experiment that sharp and smooth objects
would not be presented equally often�
Four viewing conditions were run as a blocked

factor in a randomized block design� Viewing was
either passive or active� and either monocular or
binocular� In the passive condition� the observer
was instructed to stay still� and the object was ro�
tating about a vertical axis passing through its base
�cf� Figure �
� The motion was sinusoidal �fre�
quency � Hz� amplitude �� deg
 and controlled by
an oscilloscope connected to a step�motor� In the
active condition� the object was static� and the ob�
server was asked to move his upper body to the
left and to the right� Viewing distance was approx�
imately �� cm� No time limit was imposed� but
each trial was about � sec long� The subjects did
not receive any feedback during the experiment�

Subjects

Seven observers participated in this experiment
�between �� and �� years old
� All subjects were
naive relative to the purpose of the experiment� and
had normal or corrected�to�normal visual acuity�
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��� Results and Discussion

The objects di�ered by the radius of radial curva�
ture of their right�most edge� As expected� as the
radial curvature radius increased� the object was
perceived more often smooth by the seven subjects
�Figure 	
� However� the sharp wedges were not
always judged to be sharp� but instead were per�
ceived smooth half of the times� In other words�
there was a large bias to assume an object to be
smooth since the data points rarely go below chance
level ����
�

We �tted the data with a cumulative Gaus�
sian with two degrees of freedom� Because of the
smoothness bias� we imposed that the cumulative
Gaussian varied in the interval ����� �� instead of
��� ��� The best �ts for the four conditions are
shown superimposed on Figure 	� A threshold be�
tween smooth and sharp decisions can then be ob�
tained as the radius value which corresponds to an
object perceived ��� of the times smooth ���� is
the point of subjective equality when the bias is
taken into account
� These threshold radii varied
between ��� and ��	 mm for the four viewing condi�
tions �for a viewing distance of about �� cm
� Even
though there was a trend that binocular viewing led
to a smaller threshold radius� the four thresholds
were not signi�cantly di�erent from each other�

The �nding that performance was not the worst
in the passive monocular condition is rather dis�
turbing� Following the analysis of Cipolla and
Blake �����
 outlined in the introduction� it should
be quasi�impossible to di�erentiate sharp from
smooth wedges when the observer�s motion is un�
known� Before calling the analysis of Cipolla and
Blake into question� one should wonder whether
the observers could use some other cues available
in the stimuli and whether the simulated observer�s
motion was really ambiguous� It is indeed possible
that the observers used the fact that the object�s
motionwas identical in all trials of the passive view�
ing condition� and identi�ed the sharp wedge as be�
ing the one for which the occluding contour moved
the slowest� Since the subjects were naive and did
not receive any feedback on their performance� it
is however unlikely that the subjects managed to
discover and use this strategy�

Alternatively� it is also possible that in spite of
our precautions some residual shading was visible
on the object� or that observers were able to use
a change in accommodation to the edge moving in
depth� In order to control for the potential e�ects
of these undesired properties of our stimuli� we de�
cided to replicate the experiment using virtual ob�
jects instead of real ones�

� Experiment II� Virtual Objects

Because of the complexity of the task of controlling
precisely the appearance of a real object� the use
of computer graphics is appealing� In the previ�
ous experiment where real objects were observed�
the estimate of the radial curvature of an edge of
the object could have indeed been facilitated by
some cues other than the motion of the edge� The
psychophysical experiment described in this section
was instead performed by simulating the presence
of a virtual object in front of the observer� All
four viewing conditions of the previous experiment
have been replicated� In particular� the active and
binocular viewing conditions required the use of
some special equipments detailed below�

��� Methods

Stimuli

The objects simulated in this experiment were
very similar to the real ones used in the previ�
ous experiment� The stimuli consisted of a ver�
tically oriented wedge presented in front of a tex�
tured background �Figure �
� When the stimulus
was seen binocularly� the background was placed
in the plane of the monitor �zero disparity
� and
the wedge was simulated to lie �� cm in front of
the background� The wedge was oriented such that
its tip was on the right side of the object� The
tip of the wedges di�er in their radius of curvature
�cf� again Figure �
� For the �sharp� wedge whose
radius of curvature was zero� the angle at the tip
was �� degrees� The wedges were matched for their
width and depth extents� uniformly shaded and not
textured�
Depending on the viewpoint� two or three edges

of the objects were visible� The right�most edge
was the one that subjects had to decide whether
it was sharp or smooth in depth� The other edge
always visible was the front edge of the base of the
wedge �the middle line in Figure �
� This edge
provided the possibility to the observers to use the
motion parallax strategy discussed in the introduc�
tion� When the observer was located on the left of
the object� the back edge of the base of the wedge
was also visible �the left line in Figure �
� All these
edges were sub�pixel positioned using a line anti�
aliasing technique in which each line was given a
thickness of one pixel �cf� Foley et al�� ����
�

Apparatus

The images displayed on a high�resolution
���	�� ���� pixels
 ��in� monitor were controlled
by an Indigo �Silicon Graphics� Inc�� Mountain
View� CA
 with an Elan graphics board� Some
experimental conditions required the display to be
updated according to the observer position in front
of the monitor� The three�dimensional position of
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Figure �� Experimental results with real objects and for the four viewing conditions� Each �gure shows the
proportion of times a wedge was judged to be smooth� Error bars re�ect the standard deviations of the corresponding
binomial distribution� The psychometric curve is the best �t of the data by a cumulative Gaussian with two degrees
of freedom and a proportion�smooth bias taken to be �� in all four viewing conditions� The radius threshold was
found by taking the �� correct from this psychometric curve�

the head together with its yaw were sensed using
an ultrasonic system �Logitech Inc�� Fremont� CA
�
The yaw of the head was necessary to locate the po�
sition of the two eyes� The sensing system emitted
ultrasonic signals at ��Hz from each of three trans�
mitters arranged within a triangle �base ��� mm�
height ��� mm
� These ultrasonic signals were re�
ceived by three microphones inserted into a pair of
CrystalEyes stereo glasses �StereoGraphics Corp��
San Raphael� CA
�

The precision of the sensing system was es�
timated to be about � mm �standard deviation
� mm
 within the used � m tracking range� The
maximumtracking speed was ��� mm�s� well above
the range of head speeds used during active view�
ing� There was an estimated time lag of a third of
a second between the time the head moved and the
stimulus was updated on the monitor� This time
lag took into account the computation of the head

position and orientation� its transmission over the
serial port of the computer� and the wait for the
next vertical synchronization of the monitor� The
time lag was constant �independent of the head po�
sition and velocity
� which enabled us to maintain
a steady refresh rate of the display at ��Hz�

The stereo glasses consisted of shutter lenses
driven by an infrared signal at ���Hz� The dynamic
range along the line of sight was ������ so that
what was displayed for one eye was almost invisi�
ble to the other eye� On the other hand� the decay
rate of the monitor phosphors was such that the im�
age displayed for one eye could not be cleared fast
enough before displaying the image for the other
eye� This e�ect was found to be quite disturbing�
since some �shadow� lines were detectable and dis�
rupted the binocular fusion process� We annihi�
lated it by subtracting from each image a weighted
contrast image of the other eye image� The weights
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Figure �� Snapshot of the monitor in the second ex�
periment� The two vertical rectangles represent two
faces of the wedge� the dark left one being the base of
the wedge� Through lateral displacement� the observer
had to decide whether the right�most vertical edge was
smooth or sharp� The dots belong to the background�

were a function of the luminance of the displayed
image� the luminance of the other eye image� and
the phosphor color �the green being the most slug�
gish
� These weights were stored in a lookup table
to enable real�time display�

Procedure

The subjects were asked to discriminate between
two wedges that di�er in the radial curvature of
their right�most edge� One of each pair of wedges
was always sharp� that is the radial curvature ra�
dius was zero �cf� again Figure �
� Within one trial�
subjects saw sequentially a sharp and a smooth
wedge� and had to report the order of presen�
tation� The order of presentation was random�
ized from trial to trial� The choice of such a ��
Alternative�Forced�Choice paradigm enabled us to
discard the apparent bias for smoothness found in
the �rst experiment� For each trial� the curvature
of the �smooth� wedge to be displayed was auto�
matically selected by a Quest adaptive procedure
�Watson and Pelli� ��	�
� the maximumradius per�
mitted to be selected was arbitrarily set to 	 mm�
The �sharp� and the �smooth� wedges were pre�
sented � seconds each� The ��� correct �d�  �

was taken to be the threshold to discriminate sharp
from smooth wedges�

Four conditions were intermixed between blocks
of trials i
 the object was either viewed monocu�
larly or binocularly� ii
 the observer was either ac�

tive or passive� In active viewing� the observer was
instructed to move around the object at his own
convenience� from left to right� In passive viewing�
the observer stayed still while the display was up�
dated by a virtual observer translating from left to
right at a constant speed of ���mm�sec �the sim�
ulated translation amplitude was �� cm
� �� trials
were recorded per condition�
The observers were sitting in front of the monitor

at a distance of approximately �� cm� No feedback
was given to the subject during the experiment�

Subjects

Five subjects �between �� and �� years old
 par�
ticipated in this study� The observers were naive
regarding the purposes of the experiment� apart
from the �rst author who was also the only expe�
rienced psychophysical subject� None of these sub�
jects participated also in the previous experiment�
All subjects had normal or corrected�to�normal vi�
sual acuity�

��� Results and Discussion

For each of the four viewing conditions� the data
were pooled over all �ve subjects� Figure �� shows
the proportion of times the subjects reported the
correct presentation order for a particular radius
of curvature of the �smooth� wedge� Because an
adaptive procedure was chosen to present the stim�
uli� some radii of curvature were seen less often than
others �this is re�ected by some large error bars
computed from the appropriate binomial distribu�
tion
� These data were �tted with a cumulative
Gaussian with two degrees of freedom �the mean
and the standard deviation of the Gaussian
� We
took the ��� correct on this psychometric function
to be the radius threshold to discriminate �sharp�
from �smooth� wedges�
The threshold radii varied between ��� and

�� mm for a viewing distance of about �� cm� In
contrast to the �rst experiment� the active view�
ing conditions led to signi�cantly lower thresholds
than the passive conditions� This result is consis�
tent with the theoretical analysis outlined in the
introduction� and suggests also that the subjects
in the �rst experiment might have been using an
alternative cue�
When the object was seen passively� the ra�

dius threshold came close to the maximum ra�
dial curvature radius of the range of objects dis�
played� It is therefore reasonable to conclude that
observers were incapable to discriminate �sharp�
from �smooth� wedges in these conditions�
Viewing the virtual scene monocularly and ac�

tively led to a radius threshold of ��� mm� In com�
parison� when the object was seen binocularly and
actively� subjects� performance did not signi�cantly
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Figure ��� Experimental results for virtual objects� Each �gure shows the proportion of correct answers in discrim�
inating sharp from smooth wedges for one particular viewing condition� Error bars re�ect the standard deviations
of the corresponding binomial distribution� The psychometric curve is the best �t of the data by a cumulative
Gaussian with two degrees of freedom� The radius threshold is taken to be the ��� correct from this psychometric
curve�

improve or degrade� On one hand� one might have
expected a better performance since the edge lo�
cation was more readily available to the observer�
and this information could have been used to im�
prove the estimation of the radial curvature� On
the other hand� we have discussed in the introduc�
tion why stereopsis and motion parallax were in�
consistent cues for the computation of the radial
curvature� In addition� this inconsistency between
motion parallax and stereopsis might have been en�
hanced because of the slight time lag in the display
refreshment which delayed the stereo information
relative to the motion parallax� It therefore ap�
pears that stereopsis played only a minor role in
our experiment� but it is premature to conclude
whether this is due to the nature of the task or to
our particular apparatus�

� Summary and Conclusions

The purpose of our study was to investigate
whether human observers could distinguish a sharp
from a smooth edge in depth from the motion of
this edge� Theoretical considerations suggest that
the observer should know his egomotion to perform
this task� and that the presence of another sharp
edge in the vicinity of the �rst edge should greatly
improve the robustness of the decision�

The psychophysical evidence was gathered from
two experiments� one with real objects� the other
with computer simulated objects� In the �rst ex�
periment� we found that the observers had a strong
bias to label the moving edge �smooth� in depth�
No change in performance was detected when the
scene was observed passively� or binocularly�

Since we were concerned with some potential al�
ternative cues available in the stimuli� we replicated
the experiment with virtual objects� In this latter

�



experiment� observers could not distinguish sharp
from smooth edges in depth if the object was mov�
ing by itself� In contrast� if the observers were
given the possibility to explore the object them�
selves� they could discriminate these two kinds of
edges when the smooth edge had a curvature radius
of about � mm at �� cm viewing distance�
Finally� binocular viewing of the scene did not

help the observers to discriminate the sharp from
the smooth edges� At this point� it is not clear
whether this result is an artefact of our particular
apparatus �a small time lag in the monitor refresh�
ment delayed the stereo information relative to the
egomotion
� or whether stereo and motion cannot
combine because they provide inconsistent infor�
mation �stereo being always in favor of a �sharp�
interpretation
� Further studies should clarify this
point�
In spite of the negative result of the early work

of Wallach and O�Connell �����
� it appears that
a moving edge can after all be interpreted as the
silhouette of a smooth object� For this to occur
however� the observer seems to make use of his
own motion� Such a phenomenon� which might be
called active kinetic depth e�ect� opens new avenues
of research with the recent development of virtual
reality technologies�
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